**Examination is a very important academic activity which takes priority to all other activities. Hence, Invigilators are expected to strictly follow the instructions. Those who fail to adhere to the instructions may face consequences.**

Please ensure following points:

- Please arrive a few minutes early so there is no last minute confusion due to the new rules.
- Note also that seating arrangements have been made to ensure a significant gap between students taking the same exam. You must follow the rules in this regard, which have been put up on the board of each room, with corresponding markings on the desk.
- The rules will also be applicable for End sem exams in future.
- *Mobile phones*, tablets, laptops, and other such devices are *strictly not allowed* in the examination hall, even if powered off. Violations will be strictly dealt with.

---

**Day/Date** | Time | Course Code | Instructor | Venue | Invigilator (RS) | Assisting staff
---|---|---|---|---|---|---
**Monday 24/02/2020**
11:00 - 13:00 | PN2 1 | CS328 | Prof. Ashutosh Gupta | LA301 | Vijay Ambre, Ajit Jadhav, Abhijeet Dey, Deepak Patil, Sachin R, Sandhane Nitesh, Akshal Solanki | Tushar Dukhande, Damani, Prof. Parag C., Prof. Puru Kulkarni, Prof. S. Abhiram Singh
12:00 | CS310 | Prof. S. Akhavay | CC101, 103, 105 | Vandana V. Talekar, Rekhekar Meena, Nargile Shaikh, Shripad Deshpande, Vinayak Prabhale | Ashok Nivalekar
13:30 - 15:30 | AN1 1 | CS762 | Prof. Vinay Ribeiro | SC201 | Rola Gehare, Nitin Awathe | Vinod Kharjone
18:30 - 20:30 | EV 8 | CS726 | Prof. Sunita Sarawagi | CC101, 103, 105 | Nile Kavade, Venur Madhekar, Pravali Jadhav, Shubham Kambli, Sandip Tirmar, Rajani Kant Seng, Sarojgarangm Kaykar, Ajitkumar Akshwani, Prathamesh Sudesh Deshpande | Vinayak Prabhale, Ashok Nivalekar
25 | CS766 | Prof. Ashutosh Gupta | SC201 | Harish Solanki, Surendra Babu | Tamal Bangerje
**Tuesday 25/02/2020**
11:00 - 13:00 | PN2 2 | CS226 | Prof. Vindura Singh | CC101, 103, 105 | Rola Gehare, Vithal Kambli, Suparna Agniroop Jadhav, Praveen Pawar, Pravin Choume, Sarita Tuluram, Hitansh Goade, Ashish Ramgir | Ashok Nivalekar, Nagji Solanki
13:30 - 15:30 | AN2 2 | CS775 | Prof. Parag Chaudhari | SC201 | Ruchi More | Ashish Kumar, Vinod Kharjone
**Wednesday 26/02/2020**
08:30 - 10:30 | PN1 1 | CS301 | Prof. Sharath Adus | LA001, LA002 | Vinod Apte, Babu Bhandare, Prasad Trumahale, Deepak Jagtap, Prof. G. Sivakumar, Prof. Om Damani, Prof. Parag C., Prof. Puru Kulkarni, Prof. S. Krishna | Prof. Sunita Sarawagi, Vinod Kharjone
11:00 - 13:00 | PN2 5 | CS120M | Prof. Supakini Bhansali | LA001 | Rola Gehare, Uma Sharma, Archana Ekbare, Prashant Pathare, Bhuvaneshwar Khambe, SipriFade, Ashok Nivalekar, Nagji Solanki | Vinod Kharjone
13:30 - 15:30 | AN1 5 | CS430M | Prof. Poojitha Jyothi | CC101, 103 | Naveen, Andrea Austin Fortis, Debjyoti Giri, Sunil Vasanv, Sushant Bhatkabe, Shwetambar, Ashish Kher, Rupali Wankhede | Vinod Kharjone, Nagji Solanki
08:30 - 10:30 | PN1 2 | CS621 | Prof. G. Sivakumar | LH101 | Ruchi More, Kashikshite Ekbare, Nitin Jayak, Hitansh Goade | Choudhary Sundaram Gupta, Vinod Kharjone
11:00 - 13:00 | PN2 10 | CS395 | Prof. Shweta Mehara | SC205 | Rupali Wankhede, Sushma Gawande, Dipesh Sharma | Vinod Kharjone, Nagji Solanki
13:30 - 15:30 | AN1 10 | CS395 | Prof. R. K. Joshi | SC105 | Sushma Gawande, Dipesh Sharma, Prof. A. N. Joshi | Vinod Kharjone, Nagji Solanki
15:00 - 17:00 | PN3 3 | CS318 | Prof. Nutan Limaye | CC101, 103, 105 | Vidy Ambre, Sumanta Gawande, Chirag Shetnal, Rohit Jirn, Himulket | Vinod Kharjone, Nagji Solanki
15:30 - 17:30 | AN2 3 | CS602 | Prof. Rohit Gargar | CC103 | Rola Gehare, Ruchiksha Joshi, Saurabh Jena | Rishab Joga, Vinod Kharjone
16:00 - 18:00 | AN2 12 | CS743 | Prof. Shweta Mehara | CC105 | Ashok Nivalekar, Krishna Bhosale, Dipesh Sharma | Vinod Kharjone
08:30 - 10:30 | PN1 14 | CS728 | Prof. Soumik Chakraborti | CC105 | Ruchi More, Harish Rajag | Ajoy Mishawari, Vibhav Piradha | Vinod Kharjone, Ashok Nivalekar
47 | CS754 | Prof. Ajit Rajwade | CC105 | Bansari Atube, Abhijeet Dey | Vinod Kharjone, Ashok Nivalekar
13 | CS763 | Prof. Suyash P. Ambe | CC103 | Nitin Kavade, Ruchiksha Joshi, Sushant Solanki, Abhijeet Vidy Gehare | Ashok Nivalekar
17 | CS760 | Prof. Smita Karmakar | SC201 | Nitesh Upaje | Vinod Kharjone
---

**Thursday 27/02/2020**
11:00 - 13:00 | PN2 4 | CS317 | Prof. Suman Srinivasan | CC101, 103, 105 | Sujata Ghadge, Pradyut Wathekar, Pinak jadhav, Pradipt Kaik, Priyanka Jalali, Ashish Kher | Naveen, Prof. Sunita Sarawagi
16:00 - 18:00 | AN2 12 | CS736 | Prof. Suyash P. Ambe | CC103 | Nitin Kavade, Ruchiksha Joshi, Sushant Solanki, Abhijeet Vidy Gehare | Ashok Nivalekar
13:30 - 15:30 | AN1 10 | CS752 | Prof. Om Damani | CC101, 103 | Vidy Ambre, Ritika Banerjee, Vedha Mona, Sushmita Pragpat, Shaswat Mohra, Ashish Kumar | Nagji Solanki
17 | CS760 | Prof. Smita Karmakar | SC201 | Nitesh Upaje | Vinod Kharjone

---

**Policies for Mid-Sem Exams:**

- Each student is required to bring their "ID card" and place it on the invigilator's desk for the duration of the exam.
- Mobile phones, tablets, laptops, and other such devices are "strictly not allowed" in the examination hall, even if powered off. Violations will be strictly dealt with.
- Only Invigilators are allowed for the first two hours. Further medical emergencies Invigilator permission is mandatory for student's welfare after the first two hours.
- Students will bring their own water bottles. No water bottles allowed outside the exam hall.

---

**Guidelines for Invigilators:**

- Please ensure following points are noted:
  - Be present at least 20 minutes before the start of the exam.
  - You will have to support the facility members for distributing the papers, collecting answer sheets, etc. whatever role she needs for smooth conduct of exam. In case the exam time gets extended, you will have to wait till the end of the exam.

---

**Examinations in a very limited academic activity which have priority to all other activities. Hence, Invigilators are expected to strictly follow the guidelines. Those violating the guidelines will face a disciplinary action.**

Prof. Bharat Adus & Prof. Sunita Sarawagi
(Timetable Co-ordinators)